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Crime Related Incident Confirmed
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UPDATE

***********

-

PC Tracey Lindsay from Humberside Police rang ((~:~:~3i~~:~:~:~J private number due to bad line)
I have spoken to Anthony's next of kin - Thomas W ALGATE DOBr-·-·-·-oiiA-·-·-·-: - a·-·-·DPA-·-·]283 who
is the subjects father. He has not seen his son for approx 3.5 yrs sin~e-iie._traveii'ed
to go to
University. He believed he resided in the Bethnal Green area but did not have his address. He did not
have regular contact with him. The only medical condtion he was aware of was

to"Loiidon
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asmatha as a child and when he spoke to him approx 7/8 months ago he mentioned taking medication
for depression. Thomas was aware he had several friends across London due to being at University.
Thomas has stated he split from Anthony's mother, Sarah Shepherd (maiden name) 6 years ago. He
thinks she has remarried so under a different name. The only contact number he has for her isr·-·DPA-·-:
[~~~.]573 he does not know her address.
"-·-·-·-·-·-·-·
PC Lindsay will make enqs in locating and updating Sarah. PC Lindsay has been provided with my
email address and also has DS O'Donnell's contact details in order to update us.
Thomas W ALGATE has been updated with the brief circumstances and has been told his details will
be forwarded to the coroners officer and officers will update him tomorrow. He is aware post mortem
is taking place on 20/06/14.

19/06/2014 18:21
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D TURRELL

UPDATE RE OYSTER CARD

***********************************
The TDRT request for the travel history on the oyster card found on the deceased is 1282.
The Oyster card is not registered. It was last shown as being used on the 17/06/14. Further updates
will not be available until tomorrow. DS Turrell & DS O'Donnell will be updated with the results.
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Borough Flag D deleted
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Service Flag CO deleted
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UPDATE from Humberside Police

****************************************
I have managed to speak to Sarah's sister, Catherine. (deceased Auntie) Sarah is currently on holiday
in Turkey and not due back until next Thursday. I have rang Sarah's mobile -i·-·-·-DPA-·-·-!573 - but it
transfers straight onto voice mail, so message not left by myself. Catherine is gohig-io.co~tact
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Sarah via social media and ask her to make contact so she can inform her as to what has occurred.
have passed on your office details should she want to speak to your office. (Catherine does not know
Sarah's exact address)
Pc 280 LINDSAY

19/06/2014 21:24
PC

235274 726SX OB BEWERS

Miss China DUNING attended GOLDERS GREEN SNT BASE at 1830hrs and spoke to PC 726SX
BEWERS with regard to concerns for her friend, Anthony WALGATE, who she had not heard from
for two days, which was very unusual.
She stated none of his friends had heard from him either since Tuesday l 7th June 2014. He
texts/messages his friends very regularly.
Miss DUNNING informed of Mr WALGATE's death and provided the following details:
She has known him for around 4 years when they went to Barnet College together and now attend
MIDDLESEX UNIVERSITY.
She confirmed WALGATE was gay and worked as a prositute for male clients. He used Grinder to
meet men and also an unknown website to advertise his prostitution services.
Miss DUNNING believes WALGATE had been doing this for around 3 years. She confirmed that he
had never come to any harm, that she knew of, as part of this job.
The last time Miss DUNNING saw WALGATE was on Sunday 15th June 2014. On Sunday night,
WALGATE received a message from a Joe DEAN who enquired as to whether WALGATE could do
an overnight stay and how much this would cost. W ALGATE told him £800 and DEAN immediately
agreed. WALGATE requested his name, date of birth and address for safety. This was given as
Joe DEAN
Dob 02/02/1986
72 St ANNES ROAD, IG 11 7 AF
For safety reasons, WALGATE forwarded this message to Miss DUNNING. Joe DEAN told
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W ALGATE (all via messages) that it was not his address and he was house sitting for friends in South
Africa.
Joe DEAN also sent a photo which was of a white male, 28-30 years with possible acne scars. He was
of a skinny muscular build and he had spikey blonde hair. It was a selfie-style photo with his top off.
Miss DUNNING stated WALGATE was nervous about the meeting with Joe DEAN as he had
immediately agreed to the fee which is very unusual.
Over Monday and Tuesday, W ALGATE was messaging his friends.
At around 2200hrs on Tuesday l 7th June 2014, Miss DUNNING said Eleanor GREEN messaged
W ALGATE and said he couldn't talk as he was about to go to a job - believed to be meeting Joe
DEAN.
No one had any further contact with W ALGATE which raised concerns as he usually leaves his clients
at around 0800hrs the next morning and tells his friends he is okay.
After providing the above details, Miss DUNNING went with officers to W ALGATE's home address
as she only knew it by sight.
.A!1~9.!1Y_.Y'f.A1::QAI.~~.~.!l_c!c!r..e_s§_~<?.!1Pcr_1!1~si-.~~.~.

:_·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-°-·~~·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·:

It is a multi-oocupancy address and W ALGATE's room is on the top floor and the last on the right. It
was locked and the door was slightly warped.

Kiera BRENNAN attended GOLDERS GREEN SNT BASE to support Miss DUNNING. She is also a
friend of W ALGATE's and confirmed the above details. She last messaged W ALGATE at around
1800hrs on Tuesday 17th June 2014.
Both Miss BRENNAN and Miss DUNNING believe W ALGATE's mother to be Sarah SAK, married
to a Turkish man, Sammy SAK. They believe she is currently in Turkey on holiday and recently moved
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from Hull to reside in Essex. No further details could be provided.

19/06/2014 21:42
PC

235274 726SX OB BEWERS

VIW screens updated

19/06/2014 22:37
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UPDATE
************
I contacted viw 5 - CAD 8860/19Junl4 - her details were already on the CRIS from China but have
been updated re address contact details.
Ellie stated she was very good friends with Anthony she was aware he was meeting someone from the
website where he advertised, he rarely meet people overnight. She happened to ring Anthony at 2210
hrs on 17/06/14 who informed her he was working and could not talk they agreed to talk in the morning
but she had been unable to contact him since. She has confirmed a lot of what China has stated.
Ellie would like her details passed onto the family as the family do not know a lot of her friends from
London I Uni etc.

20/06/2014 10:47
PC

221918 675KG DP PARISH

***********************UPDATE OYSTER CARD ENQS************************
I have been into the STT office to make enquiries regarding the OYSTER CARD. I have been told that
the OYSTER CARD number was two digits short. Lisa RAO has stated that due to this fact it will take
longer to obtain any data as they will have to run variations of the number. TDRT have stated that they
will make contact with PC RAO at about midday. I have informed her that along with DS
O'DONNELL will be at the PM. She will make our office aware of the results.
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